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About This Software

Room Designer VR allows you to design your room while standing inside of it.
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register a trigger press I had to keep it pressed for about 2 seconds, then after adding the bed I couldn't select it agan,
also when building the room on planner the trigger sometimes worked and sometimes not, I liked the 3d preview of the
models, but the bugs and not fluid interaction overshadowed that feature. So in its current state I would not recommend
it with the current price. Its overpriced with the ammount of bugs and kind of slow interaction. My suggestion for the

developer, release a bugless and more intuitive with a lower price then from that you can start adding more stuff..
Overall, it would be easy to use if it weren't so buggy. Design choices are very limited, and there hasn't been an update

since it was released.. I thought this would be a cool way to do some interior decorating ideas for my wife. I can tell you
that after 1, maybe 2 years now. there's basically no updates. This doesn't mean "darn, no extra fun stuff!". this means

there's a severe lack of content and choices, many things remain extremely buggy, and the interface and functionality of
the program is very clunky. Items don't seem to be a really good scale, and it's difficult to make something loosely

resembling what you're trying to draw. There's no way to resize items, or import items from what I've seen. I've used this
only a couple times, and it's complete garbage. I suggest you look elsewhere, hopefully something good appears in the

market in the future. You're really better off with just Steam's default home interface to make a place.. Way overpriced
for what it offers. Very buggy. Teleportation sometimes works, half the time does not work. Does not even have basic
things like a color pallette so you can really find good colors. Also, all dimensions are at right angles and quantize to

either a solid foot or half foot. So much for matching an actual house. Lots of potential, but way too expensive for the
raw state it's in. And from the forums, it appears nothing has been done to this software since release. Not a good sign.

I'd stay away until the dev shows more dedication to making this worth the money. Right now, it's not worth it. It's
frustrating, especially not being able to move about the space you just created. and some items, once spawned in, do not
appear to be able to be removed. I assume this is a bug. But I accidently spawned a drawer and I wanted to remove it. No
obvious way to do so.. I thought this would be a cool way to do some interior decorating ideas for my wife. I can tell you

that after 1, maybe 2 years now. there's basically no updates. This doesn't mean "darn, no extra fun stuff!". this means
there's a severe lack of content and choices, many things remain extremely buggy, and the interface and functionality of

the program is very clunky. Items don't seem to be a really good scale, and it's difficult to make something loosely
resembling what you're trying to draw. There's no way to resize items, or import items from what I've seen. I've used this

only a couple times, and it's complete garbage. I suggest you look elsewhere, hopefully something good appears in the
market in the future. You're really better off with just Steam's default home interface to make a place.. I know is early
access but it has a loooooot of work to do, first of all the UI interaction feels slow, I realized that to register a trigger

press I had to keep it pressed for about 2 seconds, then after adding the bed I couldn't select it agan, also when building
the room on planner the trigger sometimes worked and sometimes not, I liked the 3d preview of the models, but the bugs

and not fluid interaction overshadowed that feature. So in its current state I would not recommend it with the current
price. Its overpriced with the ammount of bugs and kind of slow interaction. My suggestion for the developer, release a
bugless and more intuitive with a lower price then from that you can start adding more stuff.. If I have a plan on paper
with room dimensions, door and window sizes, bench and cupboard dimensions, ceiling height etc. can I recreate that

simple room in VR with this program? . No. The length of walls can be set in fractions of a metre to a grid on the floor
but that's it. No measurements for anything else and no way to input specific sizes for any object. This reduces designing
a room to approximating everything, ignoring you've got no ceiling and that the wall height is fixed and filling the room

with shiny things. If you'll excuse me i've got a house to renovate. Back to Sketchup and IrisVR.. Very good! Very
intuitive and easy to use. I could make a room at real size and add furniture in 5 minutes. The controls are very handy.
Placing a door or a window on a wall (as well as furniture) is easy since the objects snaps to each others. Not sure but I
haven't found how to make a ceiling at the room (not sure it's possible as of today). I was very interested in a software

like that because I am about to renovate and extend a kitchen and this will help me to give me an idea of the final
volume and placement of the furniture. Cherry on the cake, it will be possible to import objects. I wish it will be possible

to import textures as well (for wallpaper, foor, etc).. Way overpriced for what it offers. Very buggy. Teleportation
sometimes works, half the time does not work. Does not even have basic things like a color pallette so you can really
find good colors. Also, all dimensions are at right angles and quantize to either a solid foot or half foot. So much for
matching an actual house. Lots of potential, but way too expensive for the raw state it's in. And from the forums, it

appears nothing has been done to this software since release. Not a good sign. I'd stay away until the dev shows more
dedication to making this worth the money. Right now, it's not worth it. It's frustrating, especially not being able to move
about the space you just created. and some items, once spawned in, do not appear to be able to be removed. I assume this

is a bug. But I accidently spawned a drawer and I wanted to remove it. No obvious way to do so.
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